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Abstract
In high reliability standards fields such as automotive, avionics or aerospace, the detection
of anomalies is crucial. An efficient methodology for automatically detecting multivariate
outliers is introduced. It takes advantage of the remarkable properties of the Invariant Co-
ordinate Selection (ICS) method. Based on the simultaneous spectral decomposition of two
scatter matrices, ICS leads to an affine invariant coordinate system in which the Euclid-
ian distance corresponds to a Mahalanobis Distance (MD) in the original coordinates. The
limitations of MD are highlighted using theoretical arguments in a context where the dimen-
sion of the data is large. Unlike MD, ICS makes it possible to select relevant components
which removes the limitations. Owing to the resulting dimension reduction, the method is
expected to improve the power of outlier detection rules such as MD-based criteria. It also
greatly simplifies outliers interpretation. The paper includes practical guidelines for using
ICS in the context of a small proportion of outliers which is relevant in high reliability stan-
dards fields. The choice of scatter matrices together with the selection of relevant invariant
components through parallel analysis and normality tests are addressed. The use of the
regular covariance matrix and the so called matrix of fourth moments as the scatter pair
is recommended. This choice combines the simplicity of implementation together with the
possibility to derive theoretical results. A simulation study confirms the good properties of
the proposal and compares it with other scatter pairs. This study also provides a compar-
ison with Principal Component Analysis and MD. The performance of our proposal is also
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evaluated on several real data sets using a user-friendly R package accompanying the paper.
Keywords: Affine Invariance, Mahalanobis Distance, Principal Component Analysis,
Scatter Estimators, Unsupervised Outlier Identification.
1. Introduction
Detecting outliers in multivariate data sets is of particular interest in many physical
(Beckman and Cook, 1983), industrial, medical and financial applications (Aggarwal, 2017).
Some classical statistical detection methods are based on the Mahalanobis distance and
its robust counterparts (see e.g. Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren (1990), Cerioli et al. (2009),
Cerioli (2010)) or on robust principal component analysis (see e.g Hubert et al. (2005)). One
advantage of the Mahalanobis distance is its affine invariance while Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is only invariant under orthogonal transformations. For its part, PCA allows
some components selection and facilitates the interpretation of the detected outliers. All
these methods are adapted to the context of casewise contamination while other methods
are adapted to the case of cellwise contamination (see e.g. Agostinelli et al. (2015) and
Rousseeuw and Bossche (2017)). Furthermore, several other recent references tackle the
problem of outlier detection in high dimension where the number of observations may be
smaller than the number of variables (see e.g. Croux et al. (2013) and Hubert et al. (2016)).
In the present paper, we propose an alternative to the Mahalanobis distance and to
PCA, in a casewise contamination context and when the number of observations is larger
than the number of variables. As stated in Tarr et al. (2016) on page 405: “the cellwise
contamination is prevalent in large, automatically generated data sets, found in data mining
and bioinformatics, where there is often little quality control over the inputs”. In the
present paper, the focus is on applications with high level of quality control, such as in the
automotive, avionics or aerospace fields, where only a small proportion of outliers, up to
2%, is plausible. From our experience in such application fields, a small proportion of parts
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potentially defective are to be detected with very limited false detection. Moreover, even
if in such fields the trend is to increase the number of measurements, there are still many
applications where the number of observations is larger than the number of variables and,
in such a context, an improved affine invariant method with an easy characterization of the
outliers is still of interest.
The method we consider is the Invariant Coordinate Selection (ICS) as proposed by Tyler
et al. (2009). The principle of ICS is quite similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
with coordinates or components derived from an eigendecomposition followed by a projection
of the data on selected eigenvectors. However, ICS differs in many respects from PCA. It
relies on the simultaneous spectral decomposition of two scatter matrices instead of one
for PCA. While principal components are orthogonally invariant but scale dependent, the
invariant components are affine invariant for affine equivariant scatter matrices. Moreover,
under some elliptical mixture models, the Fisher’s linear discriminant subspace coincides
with a subset of invariant components in the case where group identifications are unknown
(see Theorem 4 in Tyler et al. (2009)). This remarkable property is of interest for outlier
detection since outliers can be viewed as data observations that differ from the remaining
data and form separate clusters.
Despite its attractive properties, ICS has not been extensively studied in the literature
on outlier detection. An early version of ICS was proposed in Caussinus and Ruiz (1990)
for multivariate outlier detection and studied further in e.g. Penny and Jolliffe (1999) and
Caussinus et al. (2003) for two specific scatter matrices. Recent articles by Nordhausen
et al. (2008) and Tyler et al. (2009) argue that ICS is useful for outlier detection. However,
a thorough evaluation of ICS in this context is still missing and the present paper is a first
step aimed at filling the gap.
Our first objective is to explain the link between ICS and the Mahalanobis distance. First,
we prove that Euclidian distances calculated using all invariant components are equivalent
to Mahalanobis distances calculated using the original variables. Then, in the case where
the number of variables is large (but still with a larger number of observations) and outliers
are contained in a small dimensional subspace, we recommend selecting a small number
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of invariant components. Such a selection is motivated by looking at the approximate
probability in large dimension of the difference between the Mahalanobis distance of an
outlying observation and the Mahalanobis distance of an observation from the majority
group. We prove that this probability decreases toward zero when the dimension increases
which is undesirable. This shortcoming can be avoided by a proper selection of invariant
components.
Then, we focus on the case where the majority of the data behaves in a regular way and
only a small fraction of the data might be considered outliers. Examples include, for instance,
financial fraud detection or production error identification in industrial processes where there
is a high level of quality control. Our goal is to provide practical guidelines for using ICS in
this context of unsupervised detection of a small proportion of outliers. More precisely, we
implement and compare different pairs of scatter matrices estimators and different methods
for selecting relevant invariant components through an extensive simulation study. We
consider several contamination models with a percentage of contamination equal to 2%,
which is relevant in the context of high reliability standards fields. Results are given in terms
of true positive and false negative discoveries for several mixture models. We advocate a
simple choice for the scatter matrices pair, namely the covariance and the fourth moment
matrices. Such estimators are simple to implement and some theoretical results can be
derived for some particular mixtures as detailed in Appendix B. Regarding components
selection, we recommend two methods: the so-called parallel analysis (Peres-Neto et al.,
2005) and a skewness-based normality test. We also show that our proposal improves over
the Mahalanobis distance criterion and over different versions of PCA through simulations
and the use of three real data sets. One of the key benefits of our approach compared to
competitors is its ability not to detect outliers when there is no outlier present in the data
set, at least in the Gaussian case. When outliers are absent, the proposed procedure is likely
to select none of the invariant components. Another practical benefit, as illustrated on one
of the three real examples, is the ease of interpretation of the detected outliers using the
selected invariant coordinates. Mimicking PCA, the user can draw some scatter plots of
the invariant components or look at the correlations between the invariant components and
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the original variables. More complex procedures (advocated for instance in Willems et al.
(2009)) when using the Mahalanobis distance can thereby be avoided.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we observe the behavior of the usual
and the robust Mahalanobis distances for large dimensions when outliers lie in a small
dimensional subspace. This result motivates the use of selected invariant components for
outlier detection. ICS is described in a general framework in Section 3 and in the context
of a small proportion of outliers in Section 4. Section 5 provides results from a simulation
study and derives practical guidelines for the choice of the scatter matrices pair and the
components selection method. Comparisons with the Mahalanobis distance and PCA are
also provided. Three real data sets are analyzed in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and
perspectives are drawn in Section 7. The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix A
while some additional propositions are given in Appendix B. Supplementary material is also
provided. It contains some scatterplot matrices to visualize the six simulated data sets and
the R code to generate these data sets. It also includes the R code to reproduce the results
of Table 4 for the Reliability data and the HTP data sets.
2. Behavior of the Mahalanobis distance in large dimension
Let X = (X1, . . . , Xp)
′ be a p-multivariate real random vector and assume the distribu-
tion of X is a mixture of (q + 1) Gaussian distributions with q + 1 < p, different location
parameters µh, for h = 0, . . . , q, and the same definite positive covariance matrix ΣW :
X ∼ (1− )N (µ0,ΣW ) +
q∑
h=1
hN (µh,ΣW ) (1)
where  =
q∑
h=1
h < 1/2.
Such a distribution can be interpreted as a model for outliers where the majority of
the data follows a given Gaussian distribution and outliers are clustered in q clusters with
Gaussian distributions with different locations than the majority group. This model is a
generalization of the well-known mean-shift outlier model to more than two groups.
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For such a model, the mean is µX = (1 − )µ0 +
∑q
h=1 hµh, the within covariance
matrix is ΣW , the between covariance is ΣB = (1− )(µ0−µX)(µ0−µX)′+
∑q
h=1 h(µh−
µX)(µh − µX)′, where the prime symbol denotes the transpose vector or matrix, and the
total covariance matrix is Σ = ΣB+ΣW . Let us consider the following squared Mahalanobis
distances:
d2(X) = (X− µX)′Σ−1(X− µX) (2)
d2R(X) = (X− µ0)′ΣW−1(X− µ0). (3)
These distances are affine invariant in the sense that d2(AX+b) = d2(X) and d2R(AX+b) =
d2R(X), for any full rank p× p matrix A and any p-vector b. The distance d (resp. dR) can
be interpreted as a non-robust (resp. robust) Mahalanobis distance. Of course in practice,
the different parameters are unknown and should be estimated, but the results we derive
below give some intuition for the finite sample case. Let us now introduce distinct p-random
vectors that would correspond to the different mixture components of X. Let Xno, where no
stands for “non-outlier”, follows a normal distribution N (µ0,ΣW ) and Xo,h, where o stands
for “outlier”, follows a normal distribution N (µh,ΣW ), with h = 1, . . . , q. We assume that
Xno and Xo,h, for h = 1, . . . , q, are independent, and we are interested in the behavior of the
difference between the squared distance of Xo and of Xno for both Mahalanobis distances,
when dimension p increases. The distribution of these differences is not easy to handle
especially for the non-robust distance, but we can look at the asymptotic distribution for
large p. When using the Mahalanobis distance or robust distance for outlier identification,
we expect the probability of these differences to be large.
Under the mixture distribution defined previously, we have the following proposition. Its
proof makes use of the Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem for p going to infinity and is
given in Appendix A.
Proposition 1. Assume that q is fixed, then under model (1):
1
2
√
p
(
d2(Xo,h)− d2(Xno)− E
(
d2(Xo,h)− d2(Xno)
))
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and
1
2
√
p
(
d2R(Xo,h)− d2R(Xno)− E
(
d2R(Xo,h)− d2R(Xno)
))
converge in distribution to a standard Gaussian distribution when p goes to infinity and the
expectations E (d2(Xo,h) −d2(Xno) and E (d2R(Xo,h)− d2R(Xno)) do not depend on p.
Note that under model (1), the expectations can be made explicit but their expressions
are complex and not detailed further. The conclusion of Proposition 1 is that if outliers
belong to a reduced dimension space (equal at most to q in model (1)) and p is large, then the
probability that the Mahalanobis distance of an outlier exceeds the Mahalanobis distance
of a non-outlier is small, because according to the asymptotic result, the variance of the
differences increases when p increases. This makes the outlier identification more difficult.
If the q-subspace is known, it is easy to avoid the problem of the p− q noisy dimensions by
projecting the data set on this subspace and calculating a distance based on the q dimensions
that does not depend on p. This is exactly what ICS is all about, providing the data-analyst
with the ability to select a subspace displaying the outliers in an unsupervised way, and
project the data on this subspace. Figure 1 illustrates in some sense Proposition 1 results and
the competitive advantage of ICS compared to the Mahalanobis distance on a simple artificial
data set. This set which will be discussed in the simulation framework as “Case 1”, contains
1000 observations with one cluster of 20 outliers location shifted and plotted in black. The
dimension of the data set increases from p = 6 on the left panels, to 25 on the middle ones
and 50 on the right panels. The top panels plot the non-robust Mahalanobis distances using
the usual covariance estimator while the middle panels plot robust Mahalanobis distances
using the (reweighted) MCD estimator (Rousseeuw, 1986). The bottom panels plot the
distances based on an automatic selection of invariant components for ICS with a pair of
scatter matrices estimators detailed later in the present paper. When p increases, it becomes
more difficult to separate the outlying observations from the rest of the data using the
Mahalanobis distances while the separation remains much better using selected invariant
components. ICS is now detailed, and the choice of the scatter pair together with the
selection of the invariant components is discussed.
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Figure 1: Squared distances (top: non-robust Mahalanobis, middle: robust Mahalanobis, bottom: Euclidian
using invariant components with an automatic selection) for p = 6 (resp. 25 and 50) on the left (resp. middle
and right) panels for a sample of 1000 observations drawn from a mixture of two normal distributions with
the 20 location shifted observations in black.
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3. Invariant Coordinate Selection
3.1. Scatter matrices
For a p-variate dataset Xn = (x1, . . . ,xn)
′, any p × p matrix symmetric and definite
positive V(Xn) is a scatter matrix if it is affine equivariant in the sense that
V(XnA + 1nb
′) = A′V(Xn)A,
where A is a full rank p× p matrix, b a p-vector and 1n an n-vector full of ones.
The literature contains numerous scatter matrices suggestions (see Nordhausen and Tyler
(2015) for a recent discussion and many references). Tyler et al. (2009) classify them into
three classes depending on their robustness properties in terms of breakdown point and
influence function. Class I scatter matrices have a zero or almost zero breakdown value and
an unbounded influence function. Relevant scatter matrices from this class are the regular
covariance matrix
COV(Xn) =
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)(xi − x¯)′,
where x¯ denotes the empirical mean, and the so called scatter matrix of fourth moments
COV4(Xn) =
1
(p+ 2)n
n∑
i=1
r2i (xi − x¯)(xi − x¯)′,
where r2i = (xi − x¯)′COV(Xn)−1(xi − x¯) is the classical squared Mahalanobis distance.
Class II consists of scatter matrices with a bounded influence function but a breakdown
point not larger than (p+ 1)−1. From this class, we will later use the following location and
scatter matrix estimators defined through the implicit expressions:
mC(Xn) =
n∑
i=1
(w(r2i )xi)/
n∑
i=1
w(r2i ),
MLC(Xn) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
w(r2i )(xi −mC(Xn))(xi −mC(Xn))′,
where r2i = (xi −mC(Xn))′MLC(X)−1(xi −mC(Xn) and w(r2i ) = (p + 1)/(r2i + 1). These
location and scatter matrix estimators are the maximum likelihood estimators of an elliptical
Cauchy distribution and belong to the well-known class of M-estimators.
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Class III scatter matrices are high-breakdown scatter matrices, and the reweighted Min-
imum Covariance Determinant (MCD) estimator is perhaps the most popular example from
this class. For a given h ∈ [0.5; 1], the MCDh searches for the hn observations Xhn such
that COV(Xhn) has the smallest determinant and then is made more efficient by reweighting
observations appropriately (see Rousseeuw (1986) and Cator and Lopuhaa¨ (2012) for more
details). The associated location estimator is a reweighted version of the average of the hn
observations.
While the Mahalanobis distance and PCA are based on one scatter matrix, ICS is based
on the simultaneous use of two scatter matrices denoted below by V1(Xn) and V2(Xn).
We will choose among the four estimators recalled previously and consider that class III
estimators are more robust than class II, which are themselves more robust than class I.
For the two class I estimators COV(Xn) and COV4(Xn), we will consider COV(Xn) more
robust than COV4(Xn) because the norm of its influence function is smaller.
3.2. ICS principle
Formally, the goal of ICS is to find the p× p matrix B(Xn) and diagonal matrix D(Xn)
such that:
B(Xn)V1(Xn)B(Xn)
′ = Ip and
B(Xn)V2(Xn)B(Xn)
′ = D(Xn).
D(Xn) contains the eigenvalues of V1(Xn)
−1V2(Xn) in decreasing order, while the rows of
the matrix B(Xn) = (b1, . . . ,bp)
′ contain the corresponding eigenvectors so that:
V1(Xn)
−1V2(Xn)B(Xn)′ = B(Xn)′D(Xn).
Using any affine equivariant location estimator m(Xn), the corresponding scores
Zn = (z1, . . . , zn)
′ = (Xn − 1nm(Xn)′)B(Xn)′
are the so-called invariant coordinates or components. They are affine invariant in the sense
that
(X∗n − 1nm(X∗n)′)B(X∗n)′ = (Xn − 1nm(Xn)′)B(Xn)′J
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for X∗n = XnA + 1nb
′ with any full rank p × p matrix A and any p-vector b. J is a p × p
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ±1, which means the invariant coordinates change
at most their signs. For convenience, the dependence on Xn is dropped from the different
matrices when the context is obvious.
Because V−11 = B
′B, the proof of the following proposition is immediate.
Proposition 2. Let us consider an affine equivariant location estimator m and two scatter
matrices V1 and V2. The Euclidian norm of an observation using its invariant coordinates
corresponds to the Mahalanobis distance of this observation from m in the sense of V1.
Formally, it means that for observation i = 1, . . . , n,
z′izi = (xi −m)′V−11 (xi −m)
Tyler et al. (2009), p. 554, underlines the exchangeability between the roles of V1 and
V2. However, as can be observed from Proposition 2, exchanging the two scatter matrices
has an impact on the scale of the invariant coordinates and not only on the fact that the
eigenvalues are the inverse of the others and the eigenvectors are in reverse order. In the
following, we propose to use the location estimator associated with the scatter matrix V1
and take V1 “more” robust than V2, as Alashwali and Kent (2016), so that the Euclidian
distance using all invariant components leads to a more robust Mahalanobis distance.
4. ICS implementation for outlier detection
Identifying outliers with ICS is a three step procedure. The first step consists in choosing
a pair of scatter matrices and calculating the invariant coordinates. The second step is the
selection of the relevant invariant components and the calculation of the Euclidian norm
of the n observations using only the selected components. The last step is the outlier
identification with the choice of a cut-off value c such that observations with a norm larger
than c are flagged as outliers.
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4.1. The choice of the scatter pair
When the objective is outlier detection, Caussinus and Ruiz-Gazen (1990, 2003) and
Tyler et al. (2009) recommend using class I scatter estimators such as the classical one or
some weighted scatter matrix. The main reason for this choice is that these estimators are
simple and can be computed rapidly. Moreover, the nice properties of ICS given by Theo-
rems 3 and 4 in Tyler et al. (2009) are true even for non-robust estimators such as the COV
and COV4 scatter matrices. For this particular pair, the formulation of Theorem 3, which
applies to a mixture of two Gaussian distributions with different locations and proportional
scatter matrices, can be made much more precise. As explained in Tyler et al. (2009), for a
proportion of outliers smaller than (3−√3)/6 (around 21%), the first invariant component
displays the outliers. Similar results can be derived for other particular mixtures as detailed
in Appendix B. More precisely, for a symmetrically contaminated Gaussian distribution
with equal covariance matrices (which is similar to the so-called barrow wheel distribution),
the first component will display the structure as soon as the contamination level is smaller
than 33%. And this is also true for a Gaussian mixture with inflated variance in q directions:
as soon as the contamination is smaller than 50%, the invariant components associated with
the q largest eigenvalues will span the subspace of interest. For other scatter pairs, this
calculus is not analytically tractable anymore and so a comparison through simulations is
worthwhile. In the present paper, we propose comparing four pairs of scatter matrix esti-
mators taken from the three different classes based on simulations. The first pair is based
on two class I estimators V1 = COV and V2 = COV4, while the others are based on class
II and I with V1 = MLC and V2 = COV, class III and I with V1 = MCD and V2 = COV
and class III and II scatter estimators with V1 = MCD and V2 = MLC.
4.2. The invariant components selection
In the present subsection, we focus on the case of a small proportion of outliers that
could be as high as 20% if we take into account the theoretical properties of ICS for the
COV − COV4 pair as detailed in Appendix B. We assume that the outliers belong to a
subspace of dimension q ≤ p, and we aim at providing some procedures to automatically
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select a number of invariant components close to q. Beginning with the first component, we
test whether each invariant component is significantly relevant via two different sequential
approaches. For both approaches, as soon as one invariant component, - let us say number
(k+1), - is not significantly relevant, we stop the procedure and select the k first components.
In this particular context of sequential multiple testing, some adjustments on the initial
significance level α are necessary. Following Dray (2008), we apply the Bonferroni correction
on the significance level and consider a level αj = α/j for each component j = 1, . . . , p.
The first approach consists in a Parallel Analysis (PA) based on Monte Carlo simulations.
For some given dimensions n and p, many samples are generated following a standard multi-
variate Gaussian distribution, and for each sample and a given scatter pair, the eigenvalues
of the simultaneous diagonalization of the two scatter matrices are computed. Cut-offs for
the eigenvalues are then derived using the empirical quantiles of the eigenvalues from the
simulated Gaussian data. This method is common for selecting components in PCA as
described in Peres-Neto et al. (2005). It was already used in Caussinus et al. (2003) for
ICS but only for a particular pair of scatters. The second approach makes use of the fact
that relevant components for displaying outliers do not follow a Gaussian distribution. It is
thus based on univariate normality tests for each component beginning with the first one as
previously described. The five tests we compare are the D’Agostino test of skewness (DA),
the Anscombe-Glynn (AG) test of kurtosis, the Bonett-Seier (BS) test of Geary’s kurtosis,
the Jarque-Bera (JB) test based on both skewness and kurtosis and the Shapiro-Wilk (SW)
normality test (see Yazici and Yolacan (2007) and Bonett and Seier (2002) for a complete
description of these five tests).
Note that automated selection procedures are necessary in a simulation framework but
may not be the best alternative when analyzing one data set. This point will be detailed
further in the data analysis section of the present paper, where we also explore the possibility
of using a scree plot as in PCA.
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4.3. Outlier identification
Once having selected k invariant components, the last procedure step is the identification
of outlying observations. For each observation i = 1, . . . , n, we calculate its squared “ICS
distance” which corresponds to its squared Euclidian norm in the invariant coordinate system
taking into account the first k coordinates:
(ICS distance)2i =
k∑
j=1
(
zji
)2
where zji denotes the jth coordinate of the score zi. As the distribution of the ICS distances
is unknown, we derive cut-offs based on Monte Carlo simulations from the standard Gaus-
sian distribution. For a given data dimension, a scatter pair and a number k of selected
components, we generate many samples and compute the ICS distances. A cut-off is derived
for a fixed level γ as the 1− γ percentile of these distances. An observation with a distance
higher than this cut-off is flagged as an outlier.
The implementation of ICS for outlier detection in the next two sections is performed
in R 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014) using the packages ICS (Nordhausen et al., 2008), ICSOut-
lier (Archimbaud et al., 2016), mvtnorm (Genz and Bretz, 2009), moments (Komsta and
Novomestky, 2015), robustX (Stahel and Ma¨chler, 2013) and robustbase (Rousseeuw et al.,
2017).
5. Simulations
5.1. Simulation framework
ICS performance for outlier detection is evaluated through an extensive simulation study
in the particular context of a proportion of outliers fixed at 2%. As already indicated, this
small proportion is consistent with some current practice in industrial applications where
the data already meet the standard quality controls and only a few observations, clearly
identified as multivariate outliers, may be disregarded. The different models we consider
are well-known models in the robust statistics literature (Hampel et al., 1986). Using the
COV − COV4 scatter pair and for the two components mixture models or the scale-shift
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model, it is possible to derive some theoretical conditions on the contamination level which
insure that the first invariant components point in the directions of the outliers (see Appendix
B for details).
In this framework, we discuss the impact of the scatter pair together with the com-
ponents selection strategy and the choice of the cut-off for identifying outliers. Some of
the conclusions and recommendations drawn from this study are used as guidelines for the
data analysis conducted in Section 6 in different industrial settings. Concerning the scat-
ter matrices, the four pairs (i) COV − COV4, (ii) MLC − COV, (iii) MCD − COV and
(iv) MCD −MLC are evaluated. In pairs (ii)-(iv) the scatter matrices come from different
classes, while in pair (i) both come from class I. For the MCD, given that the proportion of
outliers is small, the value h = 0.75 which is often advocated (Croux and Haesbroeck, 1999)
is used throughout the simulations, leading to a 25% breakdown point.
For each of the six setups, we generate 1000 samples with sample size n = 1000 and
dimension p equal to 6, 25 and 50. For all cases, the uncontaminated data follow a Gaussian
distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix Σi, i = 0, . . . , 5, depending on the setup.
Except for Case 0 which contains no outlier, we generate exactly 20 outliers in each sample
so that the proportion of outliers is 2% in all samples. We use the notation ei for the
p-vector with a one in the ith coordinate and zero elsewhere. For each setup we give the
dimension q of the subspace spanned by the outliers. For dimension p = 6, the figure in the
supplementary material gives the scatterplot matrix of the variables for one simulation of
each of the six cases in order to visualize easily the structure of the data sets. Some affine
transformation could have been performed in order to mask the structure like in Stahel and
Ma¨chler (2009) for the barrow wheel distribution. Such transformation has no impact on
the MD and ICS results but may change completely the PCA results.
Case 0 (q = 0): Σ0 = Ip with no outlier.
Case 1 (q = 1): Σ1 = diag(1, 4, . . . , 4) with outliers clustered in one direction with distri-
bution N (6e1,Σ1).
Case 2 (q = 1): Σ2 = diag(0.1, 1, . . . , 1) with outliers following a distribution H such that
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h = (h1,h
′
2)
′ ∼ H means that h1 ∼ χ5 and h2 ∼ N (0, 0.2Ip−1). The data follows the
so-called barrow wheel distribution as introduced in Hampel et al. (1986) and using
a slightly modified setting compared to Stahel and Ma¨chler (2009). No rescaling or
rotation has been performed. In any case such transformations have no impact on the
ICS results. Hence, outliers are generated along the same direction on both sides of
the uncontaminated data cloud.
Case 3 (q = 2): Σ3 = diag(1, 1, 4, . . . , 4) with outliers clustered in two directions with 12
(resp. 8) observations following a N (6e1,Σ3) (resp. N (6.2e2,Σ3)) distribution.
Case 4 (q = 6): Σ4 = Ip with outliers clustered in six directions with Gaussian distribution
with mean µi = (6 + 0.1(i − 1))ei, i = 1, . . . , 6 and covariance Ip, with 4 (resp. 3)
outliers in the first two (resp. last four) clusters.
Case 5 (q ≤ 6): Σ5 = Ip with outliers generated in up to six directions via scale shifts
with a covariance matrix Σ˜5 = diag(5, . . . , 5) if p ≤ 6 and diag(5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 1, . . . , 1)
if p > 6. The 20 outliers are generated by drawing observations from a N(0, Σ˜5)
distribution and keeping the ones with at least one variable (among the first six)
larger than the maximum value or smaller than the minimum value of the non-outlying
observations.
Details concerning the implementation of the simulations can be found in the supple-
mentary material. To compare the performance of the methods, we provide the percentage
of outliers correctly identified (denoted by TP for “True Positive”) and the percentage of
non-outlying observations erroneously identified as outliers (FN for “False Negative”).
5.2. Selecting the invariant components
Before examining the performance of ICS in terms of TP and FP, we observe the selected
dimensions using the D’Agostino (DA) and the Parallel Analysis (PA) methods for a level
α = 5%. Table 1 below gives the average of these dimensions over the 1000 simulations for
the different cases. Note that the results for the other normality tests proposed in Subsection
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4.2 have not been reported because they do not improve the performance compared with
the DA and PA methods.
Scatters p Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5
(q = 0) (q = 1) (q = 1) (q = 2) (q = 6) (q ≤ 6)
DA PA DA PA DA PA DA PA DA PA DA PA
COV - COV4 6 0.14 0.08 1.06 1.58 1.00 1.00 1.96 2.90 2.67 6.00 1.34 5.96
COV - COV4 25 0.42 0.09 1.25 1.98 1.27 1.09 2.09 4.33 2.95 10.48 1.62 8.41
COV - COV4 50 0.80 0.06 1.59 1.82 1.53 2.02 2.37 4.35 2.93 11.48 1.99 7.41
MLC - COV 6 0.12 0.08 1.05 1.45 0.99 1.08 1.98 2.77 2.13 5.97 1.09 5.36
MLC - COV 25 0.23 0.08 1.15 1.75 1.10 1.04 2.03 3.59 2.08 9.25 1.18 6.27
MLC - COV 50 0.46 0.06 1.34 1.76 0.48 20.31 2.16 3.87 2.10 8.86 1.32 5.23
MCD - COV 6 0.15 0.05 1.06 1.05 1.00 1.00 2.01 2.21 2.06 6.00 1.08 5.62
MCD - COV 25 0.38 0.07 1.28 1.29 1.21 1.02 2.15 2.84 2.08 9.24 1.13 6.56
MCD - COV 50 0.65 0.05 1.46 1.51 1.43 1.06 2.33 3.33 1.79 6.94 1.13 3.45
MCD - MLC 6 0.08 0.07 1.04 0.99 1.00 1.00 2.05 0.52 1.75 0.03 0.66 0.05
MCD - MLC 25 0.25 0.05 1.17 1.14 1.11 1.04 2.09 2.40 1.28 1.96 0.68 1.54
MCD - MLC 50 0.56 0.05 1.42 1.49 1.40 1.00 2.27 2.83 1.28 1.96 0.78 1.13
Table 1: Averaged numbers of selected invariant components for the DA and PA methods
Under setups 0, 1, 2 and 3, the results from Table 1 are overall quite good and comparable
for the different scatter pairs. Only certain specific results have to be pointed out for the pairs
MLC−COV (Case 2 with p = 50 for DA and PA) and MCD−MLC (Case 3, p = 6 for PA),
and these points require further investigation. Moreover, for the four setups, the differences
between procedures DA and PA are small, with some overestimation of the dimension for
PA in Case 3 when p = 25 or 50.
The results are not as good for Cases 4 and 5 which correspond to larger q values than
the other setups, in particular for the DA procedure that leads to an important underesti-
mation of the dimension for all scatter pairs. The PA procedure gives better results in this
context except for the MCD −MLC pair, which leads to an important underestimation in
all cases. The results for COV−COV4 and MCD−COV are quite similar despite a larger
overestimation of the dimension for COV−COV4 in Cases 4 and 5, for p = 25 and p = 50,
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when using the PA procedure.
These first results are in favor of the pairs COV−COV4 and MCD−COV but need to
be confirmed by studying the performance of the methods in terms of TP and FP.
5.3. Detecting outliers with ICS
Table 2 gives the TP (except for Case 0) and FP averaged over the 1000 simulations and
averaged also over Cases 1 to 5 to save space. The γ level for the identification cut-off is
fixed at 2%.
Averaged Measures in % TP FP FP Case 0
p 6 25 50 6 25 50 6 25 50
True subspace 95.10 96.68 93.92 0.10 0.07 0.12
ICS true q COV - COV4 96.92 92.52 80.13 0.57 0.33 0.49
ICS true q MLC - COV 97.53 92.24 64.97 1.27 0.63 1.01
ICS true q MCD - COV 97.53 93.59 81.99 1.48 0.92 0.83
ICS true q MCD - MLC 97.29 92.75 80.09 1.82 1.49 1.07
ICS DA COV - COV4 77.01 78.14 70.26 0.43 0.38 0.57 0.30 0.70 1.17
ICS DA MLC - COV 76.34 75.84 54.18 1.03 0.56 0.65 0.25 0.42 0.76
ICS DA MCD - COV 76.77 77.61 69.31 1.22 0.94 0.86 0.30 0.68 0.95
ICS DA MCD - MLC 71.51 71.41 65.18 1.53 1.23 0.95 0.18 0.48 0.87
ICS PA COV - COV4 96.73 91.39 76.29 0.70 0.64 0.79 0.10 0.11 0.09
ICS PA MLC - COV 96.89 91.68 62.77 1.39 0.85 1.10 0.15 0.12 0.09
ICS PA MCD - COV 97.36 93.36 76.66 1.50 1.03 0.89 0.11 0.14 0.09
ICS PA MCD - MLC 44.95 76.92 65.44 0.95 1.32 0.90 0.08 0.11 0.09
Table 2: TP and FP results for ICS (averaged results for Cases 1 to 5).
The first row of Table 2 gives some kind of oracle performance measure obtained by
calculating TP and FP values using the Euclidian norm of the projected data on the true
subspace containing the outliers (known for each Case). As anticipated, the results are very
good regardless of the dimension. The next results are obtained when the true number of
invariant components is selected but the invariant components are estimated using different
scatter pairs. They give another oracle performance measure. Compared with the first row
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Figure 2: Averaged TP and FP results for ICS detailed for Cases 1 to 5.
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of Table 2, these results are globally good in terms of TP but perform less well in terms of
FP. They give an idea of the impact of the scatter matrices estimation when the number of
invariant components is the true one. In this context, the COV - COV4 scatter pair clearly
outperforms the others with similar TP values but smaller FP values.
Then, the results are given for the two automated selection DA and PA. Compared
with the previous results, they give some insight into the impact of the dimension selection
procedures. When looking at Cases 1 to 5, there is no method for dimension selection that
outperforms the other. PA is the best in terms of TP, but D’Agostino is the best in terms
of FP. However, for Case 0, any dimension p and any scatter pair, the PA selection leads to
less than 0.15% FP on average, while the values are larger for DA. The choice COV−COV4
is the best in most situations from the FP point of view.
Figure 2 gives more details concerning the TP and the FP values for the Cases 1 to 5. It
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contains scatter plots of the TP against the FP for D’Agostino (top) and PA (bottom) and
for the different values of p. Note that Case 2 for p = 50 and MLC − COV is very specific
with often no component selected and will not be considered further in our comments. For
DA, the results are clearly ordered in terms of TP according to the different Cases, from the
largest TP values for Case 1 to the smallest ones for Case 5. There are only tiny differences
between the scatter pairs. With respect to FP values, the results are now ordered according
to the different scatter pairs from the smallest values for COV−COV4 to the largest values
for MCD−MLC. These differences are more limited for Cases 4 and 5 than for Cases 1 to
3 and decrease for all cases when p increases.
For PA, the results differ. If we except MCD−MLC, all scatter pairs lead to very similar
and good TP values when p = 6 while COV−COV4 is clearly the best when comparing FP
values. For the particular pair MCD−MLC and Cases 4 and 5, as observed from Table 1,
no dimension is selected, and so no outlier can be detected. When p increases, in general
the results become worse for TP, in particular for Cases 4 and 5, while they become close
together for FP.
From this simulation results, we recommend using the pair COV−COV4. For this scatter
pair, the results for DA and PA, - compared to the ones obtained when the true dimension q
is known, - do not make it possible to conclude in favor of one of the two selection methods.
While the TP values are better and closer to the oracle for PA, the FP values are better
and closer to the oracle for DA.
5.4. Comparing ICS with the Mahalanobis distance and PCA
Table 3 recalls the TP and the FP values for ICS focusing on COV − COV4 but also
gives the values when using non-robust (MD) and robust (RD) Mahalanobis distances and
PCA (unstandardized and standardized). RD is obtained using a 25% breakdown point
reweighted MCD estimator. For the Mahalanobis distances, we only report the results
when the cut-off values are the usual ones, based on a chi-squared distribution quantile (of
order 2%) or are adjusted to take into account some asymptotic corrections for RD and the
method is denoted GM (see Green and Martin (2017a) and Green and Martin (2017b)for
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the implementation). Other criteria obtained through simulations have been implemented
but do not bring any improvement and are not reported. Concerning PCA and robust
PCA, the outlier detection procedure is quite complex since the method is not aimed at
detecting outliers. Atypical observations may thus be displayed on any of the p principal
components (Jolliffe, 2002). Basically, the procedure consists in selecting some components
and calculating, on the one hand, a distance in the space spanned by the selected components
(after some standardization), and, on the other hand, a distance in the space orthogonal
to the previous space (see Hubert et al. (2005) for details). In our comparison, following
Hubert et al. (2005), observations associated with at least one large distance are flagged as
outliers using some cut-off values based on quantiles of order 99% for each distance. We tried
different methods for principal components selection but report only the results obtained
when the dimension is chosen as the best possible among all possible dimensions (from 1
to p). More precisely, it means that the results give the smallest FP value among all the
results that were found to maximize the TP value. Automated methods were also tested
but the results were never better than the ones reported. Some robust PCA methods where
the usual covariance or correlation matrix is replaced by some robust estimators were also
implemented but did not lead to better results and are not reported neither. Results are
averaged for Cases 1 to 5 in order to save space.
The performance of MD, RD and PCA compared to the other methods is particularly
low when focusing on the FP measure. For standardized PCA, results are better when
the dimension is equal to 6 but the method cannot compete when the dimension increases.
ICS with DA and PA together with RD when using the GM correction lead to better
performance. When p = 6, RD GM gives the best results with very low FP on average for
Cases 1 to 5. When p = 50, the method still leads to low false detection but at the cost of
a low true positive detection compared to ICS. For Case 0, RD GM exhibits good results
but ICS PA outperforms it. In conclusion, we advocate the use of ICS with the scatter
pair COV − COV4, which is very easy to compute and exhibits good performance. In this
framework where the majority of the data follows a Gaussian distribution, we recommend
the PA components selection method, but the DA method is an interesting alternative with
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Averaged Measures TP FP FP Case 0
p 6 25 50 6 25 50 6 25 50
ICS DA COV - COV4 77.01 78.14 70.26 0.43 0.38 0.57 0.30 0.70 1.17
ICS PA COV - COV4 96.73 91.39 76.29 0.70 0.64 0.79 0.10 0.11 0.09
MD 94.14 72.80 52.03 1.24 1.91 2.40 2.09 2.35 2.69
RD GM 94.03 78.80 53.57 0.20 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.29 0.23
RD 97.37 91.34 75.26 1.78 1.88 1.94 2.09 2.12 2.10
PCA 98.55 91.58 84.43 1.14 1.22 1.17 2.01 1.91 1.84
PCA std 80.98 80.88 47.85 0.58 0.84 1.52 1.99 1.80 1.54
Table 3: Comparison of ICS with MD, RD and PCA (averaged results in % for Cases 1 to 5).
a very low computational cost. Note that in case the majority of the data does not follow a
Gaussian distribution, the different cutoffs are not valid anymore and should be adapted.
6. Data Analysis
We analyze three real data sets using ICS and compare ICS with several competitors that
are Mahalanobis distance or PCA variants, including ROBPCA as introduced by Hubert
et al. (2005) and implemented in the package rrcov (Todorov and Filzmoser, 2009). All data
are from industrial processes and contain potentially a small proportion of outliers. The
last two data sets in particular come from industrial processes where there is a high level of
quality control and only a small proportion of observations can be diagnosed as outliers. It
implies that the False Positive rate is crucial and should be as small as possible.
For each of the three data sets, we give details concerning the observations considered
as true outliers in the following subsections. Table 4 provides the number of True Positive
(NTP) and the number of False Positive (NFP) for the three data sets. Be careful that for
this particular table, the values are not given as proportions. For ICS, we only report results
for the scatter pair COV−COV4 because, in most cases, this pair leads to the best results,
which is consistent with our simulation conclusions and confirms our recommendations. For
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ICS and PCA methods, the results depend on the number of selected components, and we
show results for three different types of selection. The “best selection” results are obtained
by trying all possible dimensions between 1 and p and taking, for each method, the dimension
k, which leads to the smallest NFP among those that maximize the NTP. This procedure
leads to some kind of oracle measure of the maximum performance of the methods. The
second type of results are obtained through automated components selection methods as
detailed in the previous section for ICS and using the rule proposed in the package rrcov
for ROBPCA. Moreover, for ICS, only the DA and PA automated components selection
methods are reported, because they give the best results in general. As can be observed
from the last two data sets, and also from our experience on other data sets, the automated
procedures for ICS tend to select too many components. One possible reason is that these
procedures rely on the Gaussian distribution of the main bulk of the data, and such an
assumption may not be fulfilled in practice. Therefore, we propose to use the scree plot as
an alternative visual selection method that leads to a third type of results for ICS. The scree
plot is very well-known for PCA (Jolliffe, 2002) and can be applied in the same way for ICS
except that for the scatter pair COV−COV4, the eigenvalues are to be interpreted in terms
of kurtosis (see Tyler et al. (2009)), instead of variance for PCA. The scree plots for the
three examples are given on Figure 3. For the three scree plots, some invariant components
(two for the Glass and the Reliability data sets and three for the HTP data) clearly differ
from the other components due to their high eigenvalues. The results for these components
selection are reported in the last row of Table 4.
6.1. Glass recycling
The so-called glass data set is analyzed by Cerioli and Farcomeni (2011) and consists of
112 glass fragments collected for recycling, of which 109 are true glass fragments and 3 are
contaminated ceramic glass fragments. The 11 variables are the log of spectral measures
recorded for each fragment. For all methods, the outliers are flagged by using cut-offs
defined through simulations at the 5% level so that results are comparable with Cerioli
and Farcomeni (2011). For this example, ICS detects the three outliers and has only three
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Figure 3: Scree plots for ICS with COV − COV4 for the three data sets.
Glass Reliability HighTech
NTP (/3) NFP (/109) k (/11) NTP (/2) NFP (/518) k (/55) NTP (/2) NFP (/900) k (/88)
MD 3 4 2 52 2 119
RD 3 15 2 243
RD GM 3 7 2 223
Best selection
ICS COV − COV4 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 0 1
PCA 3 9 5 2 41 52 2 21 1
PCA std 3 4 2 2 22 40 2 25 6
ROBPCA 3 13 5 2 50 1
Automated selection
ICS COV − COV4 DA 3 3 2 2 23 12 2 39 14
ICS COV − COV4 PA 3 3 2 2 42 28 2 87 50
PCA 1 5 1 0 6 12 2 24 3
PCA std 1 4 1 2 31 20 2 28 4
ROBPCA 3 17 1 2 80 2
Scree plot selection
ICS COV − COV4 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 5 3
Table 4: NTP, NFP and number k of selected components for the three real data examples.
false detections, and the results are the same for the three types of components selection
(best, automated or scree plot). ICS has the highest performance in comparison with the
competitors considered here but also in comparison with the results reported in Table 6 of
Cerioli and Farcomeni (2011). The non robust Mahalanobis distance, which is equivalent to
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ICS with COV − COV4 when all components are selected, also performs quite well on this
example. All three outliers are detected, and there are only four false detections compared
to three when two invariant components are selected among the eleven.
For the next two examples, to obtain an acceptable quality control performance, true
outliers should be detected with up to 2% of observations flagged as outliers, taking into
account the true outliers and the false detections. Moreover, the results for these two
examples are readily reproducible using the R code provided in the supplementary material
of the present paper.
6.2. Reliability Data
The Reliability data are available in the R package REPPlab (Fischer et al., 2015)
and contain 55 variables measured on 520 units during a production process. The quality
standards for this process are respected for each variable, and the objective is to detect
some potential multivariate faulty units representing less than 2% of the 520 observations. In
Fischer et al. (2016), two observations (414 and 512) are detected as the most severe outliers.
For simplicity, we consider these two observations as the only true outliers. However, there
may be other outliers, and the NFP numbers should be viewed with caution for this example
in comparison with the other two data sets, where some auxiliary information concerning
the true outliers is known. For this example and the next one, the outliers are flagged by
using cut-offs defined through simulations at the 2% level.
In Table 4, the results for the MCD are not reported. As mentioned in Fischer et al.
(2016), computing the MCD (at least with a breakdown point equal or larger than 25%)
is not possible on this data set because 497 observations among the 520 take exactly the
same value on the 24th variable. Note that from our experience, this problem occurs quite
recurrently on real data sets in some industrial context, and, as illustrated below, removing
such variables may lead to a loss of relevant information. This is, however, not a problem for
ICS when using the scatter pair COV−COV4, and the method shows very good performance
for the Reliability data when selecting only two components. The only observation declared
as a false positive is observation 57, which is also flagged as an outlier in Fischer et al.
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of the first two invariant components (left panel) and scatter plot of the variables
numbered 22 and 24 (right panel) for the Reliability data set.
(2016) (although not as extreme as the other two). The selection of two components is
suggested by the scree plot analysis. The automated selection procedures or the use of
all invariant components (Mahalanobis distance) show poor performance with a number of
false positives higher than the 2% rate that is acceptable. PCA is even less successful with
many false positive in the best selection case and sometimes no detection at all when the
components selection is automated.
Moreover, when the number of selected invariant components is small, ICS makes the
detected outliers easy to interpret by drawing scatter plots of the selected components and
by observing the correlations between the components and the original variables. Figure 4
illustrates this point. The two selected invariant components are plotted on the left panel and
clearly lead to the identification of observations 414 and 512 as outliers. When calculating
the correlations between these invariant components and the 55 original variables, it appears
that they are essentially correlated with variables 22 and 24. These two variables are thus
plotted on the right panel of Figure 4 and reveal that observation 414 (resp. 512) combines
in an unusual way a high (resp. small) value on variable 22 with a small (resp. large) value
on variable 24. Note that removing variable 24 in order to compute the MCD estimate
precludes the ability to detect the two outliers.
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6.3. High-tech parts
The third real data set contains 902 high-tech parts designed for consumer products
and characterized by 88 electronic measures; it is available in the R package ICSOutlier
(Archimbaud et al., 2016). To anonymize the data collected, the measures have been mean-
centered. We do not have access to the original data, but we know that they were cleaned
from univariate outliers using some preliminary standard quality control rules. No multi-
variate outlier detection method was applied and the parts were sold. However, two parts
(denoted by R1 and R2 in what follows) among the 902 were found to be defective and re-
turned to the manufacturer. Our objective is to check whether these two observations could
have been detected before being sold, using some multivariate outlier detection method in
an unsupervised way, with less than 2% of observations flagged as outliers.
From Table 4, the result based on only one component (best selection) for ICS is perfect,
with two outliers detected and no false detection. The results are much worse for all other
methods, with too many false detections. This is especially true when considering the
Mahalanobis distance with no selection of components. The results for ICS are rather
mediocre when using the DA or (even worse) the PA automated selection methods which
tend to select too many components. Using the scree plot, however, leads unambiguously
to a more drastic selection, with three eigenvalues larger than the others. Using three
components leads to good performance, with five NFP and all together seven detected
outliers, which is less than 2% and thus acceptable. Figure 5 gives more insight on the
influence of the number of selected invariant components on the detection performance and
echoes Figure 1. The six scatter plots give the squared ICS distances when the number
of components increases. The top-left plot corresponds to one component, which is the
best possible selection. Then, the NFP increases when more components are selected. The
bottom-left plot corresponds to DA selection, while the bottom-middle plots correspond to
PA selection. On the bottom-right plot, all 88 components are taken into account, which
corresponds to the squared Mahalanobis distance, and the result is the worst. Note that for
this data set, PCA performs better than the Mahalanobis distance even if the number of
NFP is still unacceptable.
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Figure 5: Plots of the squared ICS distances for different numbers of invariant components selected for the
HTP data set.
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Finally, ICS is shown to be appropriate for the three data sets when using the scree plot
selection method, while the performance of its competitors depends on the data set.
7. Conclusion and perspectives
The remarkable theoretical properties of ICS are confirmed in the context of multivariate
outlier detection with a small proportion of outliers. In particular, the ability of ICS to
recover the Fisher’s linear discriminant subspace in the case where group identifications
are unknown has been verified on simulations, with a majority of the data following a
Gaussian distribution, but also on some real data set where the Gaussian assumption is not
true anymore. So, as stated for Linear Discriminant Analysis by Hastie et al. (2001), it
seems that the applicability of ICS extends beyond the realm of Gaussian data. However,
this remark does not apply to the components selection procedures we propose. From our
simulation study, we advocate the use of some selection methods such as DA or PA. But such
methods are not convincing when analyzing real data sets as they tend to select too many
components. The reason is certainly the fact that the majority of the data does not follow a
Gaussian distribution while the cut-offs we propose depend heavily on this assumption. The
data analysis of real data sets highlights the advantage of using the scree plot for selecting
the number of components.
Contrary to PCA, the method is not only orthogonal invariant but also scale invariant
and is aimed at detecting outliers. More precisely, the present paper demonstrates the
good performance of ICS, when using the scatter pair COV − COV4 and selecting the first
components in a context of a small proportion of outliers. The simulation study together with
the data analysis illustrates that ICS consistently detects outliers, when they are present,
with a small proportion of false detections, while the success of its competitors depends
more on the data set under study. This is particularly true for PCA whose results depend a
lot on the way the data are scaled. If the outliers are not concentrated in a small dimension
subspace, ICS is equivalent to the Mahalanobis distance. For large dimensions and when
outliers are contained in a small dimensional subspace, using ICS may improve greatly
with respect to the Mahalanobis distance as illustrated by some theoretical properties and
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applications. Moreover, selecting a small number of invariant components makes outlier
interpretation much easier.
A perspective of the work is to consider multiple testing procedures for the choice of the
cut-off for the distances as proposed by Cerioli (2010) and Cerioli and Farcomeni (2011).
Moreover, instead of defining cut-offs independently for the components selection and the
outlier detection steps, it would be of interest to propose some alternative which would
control the overall false positive rate of the global procedure. Another perspective is to
consider the case of a large proportion of outliers. In such a context, the scatter pair choice
has to be revisited together with the components choice. If outliers are contained in a small
dimensional subspace, the COV − COV4 pair, even if it is not robust, may still be a good
alternative given the ICS theoretical properties. However, small kurtosis values are now
also of interest, and thus invariant components associated with small eigenvalues should be
examined. In such a context, the recent papers Nordhausen et al. (2016) and Nordhausen
et al. (2017) are of particular interest. The problem of high dimension and small sample size
is also relevant in our industrial context for some particular applications. The adaptation
of ICS to such data sets is a work in progress.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1
Let us denote by M the p×q matrix whose columns contain the vectors µh, h = 1, . . . , q.
Given the affine invariance property of ICS, we assume w.l.o.g. that µ0 = 0, that ΣW = Ip
where Ip denotes the p × p identity matrix and that the last p − q rows of M contain
zeros so that: M = [Mq,0]
′ where Mq is a q × q matrix. In the following, we also assume
for convenience that the dimension of the vector space spanned by the columns of M is
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q. Otherwise, we would have to reparametrize the mixture distribution with a number of
clusters smaller than q+ 1 and equal to one plus the dimension of the subspace spanned by
the columns of M. Under these assumptions, we determine that the total covariance matrix
can be written as
Σ =
 Σq 0
0 Ip−q

where Σq denotes a non-singular q × q matrix. We also denote by Xq (resp. µXq) the first
q rows of X (resp. of µX).
Under the mixture distribution (1), we have:
d2(X) = (Xq − µXq)′Σ−1q (Xq − µXq) +
p∑
i=q+1
X2i ,
d2R(X) =
p∑
i=1
X2i .
We make use of the Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem as recalled for instance in
Greene (2012), p.1119, which states that:
Let Yi, i = 1, . . . , n, be a sequence of independent random variables with finite means
mi and finite positive variance σ
2
i . Let
m¯n =
1
n
n∑
i=1
mi and σ¯
2
n =
1
n
n∑
i=1
σ2i .
If lim
n→+∞
max(σi)/(nσ¯n) = 0 and lim
n→+∞
σ¯2n = σ¯
2 <∞ then
√
n
(
Y¯n − m¯n
) d−→
n→+∞
N (0, σ¯2)
We recall that Xno follows a normal distribution N (0, Ip) and Xo,h follows a normal
distribution N (µh, Ip), with the last p − q coordinates of µh equal to 0 and h = 1, . . . , q.
We assume that Xno and Xo,h, for h = 1, . . . , q, are independent, and we are interested
in the behavior of the difference between the squared distance of Xo and of Xno for both
Mahalanobis distances, when dimension p increases and q is fixed. We first look at the
convergence in distribution of the difference of the robust Mahalanobis distances when p
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grows to infinity and we have that
d2R(Xo,h)− d2R(Xno) =
p∑
i=1
(
X2o,h,i −X2no,i
)
.
Let denote Yi = X
2
o,h,i−X2no,i, i = 1, . . . , p, and check the Lindeberg-Feller theorem assump-
tions for this sequence when p goes to infinity. Note that we apply the theorem to p and
not to n. Given that the vectors Xno and Xo,h are Gaussian vectors with uncorrelated com-
ponents and are independent between them, the random variables Yi are independent. For
i = 1, . . . , p, X2no,i follows a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom and X
2
o,h,i
follows the same distribution for i = q + 1, . . . , p, while it follows a non central chi-squared
distribution with one degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter µ2h,i, for i = 1, . . . , q.
So the expectation of Yi, mi = 0 for i = q + 1, . . . , p and mi = µ
2
h,i for i = 1, . . . , q. The
variance of Yi is finite, positive and equal σ
2
i = 4 for i = q + 1, . . . , p and 4(µ
2
h,i + 1) for
i = 1, . . . , q. So σ¯2p = (4/p)[p+
∑q
i=1 µ
2
h,i] and tends to 4 when p goes to infinity. Let denote
σ2max = max(σ
2
i ) = 4(max{µ2h,i, i = 1, . . . , q}+ 1), which does not depend on p, then we have
lim
p→+∞
σmax/(pσ¯p) = 0.
We conclude that:
1√
p
(
d2R(Xo,h)− d2R(Xno)−
q∑
i=1
µ2h,i
)
d−→
p→+∞
N (0, 4).
For the non-robust Mahalanobis distance, we have:
d2(Xo,h)− d2(Xno) = (Xo,h,q − µXq)′Σ−1q (Xo,h,q − µXq)− (Xno,q − µXq)′Σ−1q (Xno,q − µXq)
+
p∑
i=q+1
(
X2o,h,i −X2no,i
)
.
where we denote by Xo,h,q (resp. Xno,q) the first q rows of Xo,h (resp. of Xno).
Let Y1 = (Xo,h,q − µXq)′Σ−1q (Xo,h,q − µXq)− (Xno,q − µXq)′Σ−1q (Xno,q − µXq)
and Yi = X
2
o,h,q+i−1−X2no,q+i−1, for i = 2, . . . , p−q+1. As previously, the Yis are independent.
As the difference of two non degenerate quadratic forms for q-dimensional Gaussian vectors,
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the expectation m1 of Y1 is finite and its variance σ
2
1 is finite and positive and does not
depend on p. For i = 2, . . . , p− q+ 1, X2no,i and X2o,h,i follow a chi-squared distribution with
one degree of freedom and so the expectation mi of Yi equals 0 and the variance σ
2
i = 4. So
m¯p = m1/(p− q+ 1), σ¯2p = [4(p− q) +σ21]/(p− q+ 1) and tends to 4 when p goes to infinity.
Let σ2max = max(σ
2
i ) = max(4, σ
2
1), which does not depend on p, then we have
lim
p→+∞
σmax/(pσ¯p) = 0.
We conclude that:
√
p
p− q + 1
(
d2(Xo,h)− d2(Xno)−m1
) d−→
p→+∞
N (0, 4)
which gives the final result.
Appendix B. Derivation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the simultaneous
diagonalization of COV and COV4 for particular mixtures
Let X = (X1, . . . , Xp)
′ be a p-multivariate real random vector and denote by FX the dis-
tribution of X. We assume that p > 2 and that FX admits fourth moments. The functional
versions of COV(FX) and COV4(FX) which are consistent at the Gaussian distribution are
given by:
COV(FX) = E [(X− E(X))(X− E(X))′] ,
COV4(FX) =
1
p+ 2
E
[
(X− E(X))′COV−1(FX)(X− E(X))(X− E(X))(X− E(X))′
]
.
We denote by ρ1(FX) ≥ ρ2(FX) . . . ≥ ρp(FX) the eigenvalues of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) in
decreasing order. The cases we consider below correspond or are very similar to Cases 1, 2
and 5 from the simulations section. For such mixtures and the scatter pair COV-COV4, it is
possible to derive conditions under which the ICS method recovers the direction of outlying
observations.
Appendix B.1. Case 1: mean-shift outlier model
Let FX be a mixture of two Gaussian distributions with different location parameters
and the same definite positive covariance matrix Σ1:
X ∼ (1− ) N (0p,Σ1) +  N (µ,Σ1) (B.1)
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with  < 0.5 and µ 6= 0p a p-vector.
In this case, the behavior of ICS has already been established. This result is explicitly
presented in Tyler et al. (2009) as a particular case of the Theorem 3. Caussinus and
Ruiz-Gazen (1994) and Caussinus and Ruiz-Gazen (1995) also derived this condition as
a particular case of the symmetrized version of the one-step W -estimate used as one of
the scatter matrix while the other was the usual covariance matrix. Finally, Alashwali
and Kent (2016) also recovered the same result by using arguments from Pen˜a and Prieto
(2001) focusing on projection pursuit based on the kurtosis. As a reminder, the result is the
following.
Proposition 3.
Let X follow the distribution (B.1), the eigenvalues of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) are such that
either:
(a) ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) if  < (3−
√
3)/6 (≈ 21%),
(b) ρ1(FX) = . . . = ρp−1(FX) > ρp(FX) if  > (3−
√
3)/6,
(c) ρ1(FX) = ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) if  = (3−
√
3)/6.
Moreover, if (a) (resp. (b)) holds then the eigenvector of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) associ-
ated with ρ1(FX) (resp. ρp(FX)) is proportional to Σ
−1
1 µ.
Remark 1. In the simulation framework, Case 1 corresponds to model (B.1) with a per-
centage of contamination equal to 2% and outliers are highlighted on the first component of
ICS.
Appendix B.2. Case 2a: the barrow wheel distribution
This distribution was suggested by Stahel and Ma¨chler in the discussion in Tyler et al.
(2009) as a “benchmark distribution for multivariate tools”. This so-called barrow wheel
distribution was first introduced in Hampel et al. (1986). Here, we simplify the model
without loss of generality by considering no rescaling nor rotation because of the affine
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invariance property of the ICS method.
Let the distribution of X be:
X ∼ (1− ) N (0p,Σ21) +  H (B.2)
where Σ21 = diag(σ
2
11, 1, . . . , 1) and let Y = (Y1, . . . , Yp)
′ distributed according to H.
H is such that Y1 has a symmetric distribution with Y
2
1 ∼ χ2k and is independent of
Y2, . . . , Yp ∼ N (0p,Σ22) with Σ22 = σ222Ip−1. With such a model, the outliers are gen-
erated along the first direction on both sides of the main data.
Tyler et al. (2009) prove in the discussion that their Theorem 4 is still valid under the
barrow wheel distribution. Restricting the analysis to COV and COV4 enables us to derive
a more precise result.
Proposition 4.
Let X follow the distribution (B.2), the eigenvalues of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) are such that
either:
(a) ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) ,
(b) ρ1(FX) = . . . = ρp−1(FX) > ρp(FX),
(c) ρ1(FX) = ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX).
with ρ1(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3(1− )σ411 + (2 + k)k
((1− )σ211 + k)2
+ p− 1
)
and ρ2(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3((1− ) + σ422)
((1− ) + σ222)2
+ p− 1
)
.
Moreover, if (a) (resp. (b)) holds then the eigenvector of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) associ-
ated with ρ1(FX) (resp. with ρp(FX)) is proportional to e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
′.
Remark 2. In the simulation framework, Case 2 corresponds to model (B.2) with k = 5,
σ211 = 0.1, σ
2
11 = 0.2 and  = 2%. In this situation, ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX) and the outliers are
highlighted on the first component of ICS.
Proof. Let us compute the eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX).
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Moments of Y1:
We can decompose Y1 as Y1 = S C, with S =
 -1 with probability 1/21 with probability 1/2 and C ∼ χk.
So, E(Y1) = 0, var(Y1) = E(Y 21 ) = E(C2) = k and var(Y1) = E(Y 21 ) = 2k.
Computation of COV(FX)
−1:
For model (B.2), the expectation is E(X) = 0p, the between covariance is ΣB = 0 and the
within covariance matrix is ΣW = diag((1− )σ211 + k, ((1− ) + σ222), . . .). So,
COV(FX) =
γ1 0
0 γ2Ip−1
 and COV(FX)−1 =
1/γ1 0
0 1/γ2Ip−1
 ,
with γ1 = (1− )σ211 + k and γ2 = (1− ) + σ222.
Computation of COV4(FX):
The scatter matrix based on the fourth moments COV4 is defined by:
COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
E(d2(X− E(X))(X− E(X))′)
where d2 = d(X)2 = ||COV(FX)−1/2(X − E(X))||2 is the classical squared Mahalanobis
distance. Here, E(X) = 0p so,
COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
diag(E(d2X21 ), . . . ,E(d2X2p ))
as all the Xi are independent and d
2 = 1
γ1
X21 +
1
γ2
∑p
l=2X
2
l .
The first diagonal term is E(d2X21 ) = 1γ1E(X
4
1 ) + (p− 1)γ1.
E(X41 ) can be easily expressed since X1 ∼ (1− )Z1 + Y1 with Z1 ∼ N (0, σ211) and E(Y 41 ) =
var(Y 21 ) +E(Y 21 )2 = (2 +k)k. Then, we apply the following properties to have an expression
for E(X41 ):
• Additive property of the moments:
E(X41 ) = (1− )E(Z41) + E(Y 41 )
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• Decomposition of a fourth order moment:
E(Z4i ) = E((Zi−E(Zi))4)+4E((Zi−E(Zi))3)E(Zi)+6E((Zi−E(Zi))2)E(Zi)2+4E(Zi−
E(Zi))E(Zi)3 + E(Zi)4.
• Computation of moments from a Gaussian distribution:
If Z ∼ N (µ, σ2), then E((Z − µ)2k) = ((2k)!σ2k) /(2kk!) and E((Z − µ)2k+1) = 0.
So, E(X41 ) = 3(1− )σ411 + (2 + k)k.
Finally, E(d2X21 ) = 1γ1 (3(1− )σ411 + (2 + k)k) + (p− 1)γ1.
All the other diagonal terms are equal to E(d2X2j ) = 1γ2E(X
4
j ) + (p− 1)γ2 for j = 2, . . . , p.
Since Xj ∼ (1− )Z1 + Z2 with Z1 ∼ N (0, 1) and Z2 ∼ N (0, σ222), we can apply the same
procedure as previously and we obtain: E(X4j ) = 3((1− ) + σ422) and so, for j = 2, . . . , p,
E(d2X2j ) = 1γ2 (3((1− ) + σ422)) + (p− 1)γ2.
Computation of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX):
Now we can express COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) as:
COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
 1γ1E(d2X21 ) 0
0 1
γ2
E(d2X2j )Ip−1

So, the eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) are simply its diagonal terms and the eigen-
vector associated with E(d2X21 )/γ1 is e1.
If 1
γ1
E(d2X21 ) > 1γ2E(d
2X2j ) then ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX),
with ρ1(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3(1− )σ411 + (2 + k)k
((1− )σ211 + k)2
+ p− 1
)
,
ρ2(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3((1− ) + σ422)
((1− ) + σ222)2
+ p− 1
)
and the eigenvector associated with E(d2X21 )/γ1 is e1. And so Proposition 4 is proven.
The eigenvalues expression can be easily simplified in the case when Σ21 = Σ22 and so
we derive the following corollary.
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Corollary 1. If X follows the distribution (B.2) with σ11 = σ22 = 1, the eigenvalues of
COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) are such that either:
(a) ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) if  < (k − 3)/(3(k − 1)),
(b) ρ1(FX) = . . . = ρp−1(FX) > ρp(FX) if  > (k − 3)/(3(k − 1)),
(c) ρ1(FX) = ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) if  = (k − 3)/(3(k − 1)).
Moreover, if (a) (resp. (b)) holds then the eigenvector of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) associ-
ated with ρ1(FX) (resp. ρp(FX)) is proportional to e1.
The bound (k − 3)/(3(k − 1)) on the contamination is minimum for k = 4 and equals
1/9. It increases with k and its limit equals to 1/3 ' 33% of contamination when k grows
to infinity.
Appendix B.3. Case 2b: symmetric contamination of a Gaussian distribution
We can also mimic the barrow wheel distribution by the following mixture of three
Gaussian distributions:
X ∼ (1− ) N (0p,Σ21) + 2 N (δe1,Σ22) + 2 N (−δe1,Σ22) (B.3)
with Σ21 = diag(σ
2
11, σ
2
12, . . . , σ
2
12), Σ22 = diag(σ
2
21, σ
2
22, . . . , σ
2
22) and δ 6= 0.
In this case, we can derive the following proposition.
Proposition 5.
Let X follow the distribution (B.3), the eigenvalues of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) are such that
either:
(a) ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) ,
(b) ρ1(FX) = . . . = ρp−1(FX) > ρp(FX),
(c) ρ1(FX) = ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX).
with ρ1(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3(1− )σ411 + (3σ421 + 6σ221δ2 + δ4)
((1− )σ211 + (σ221 + δ2))2
+ p− 1
)
and ρ2(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3((1− )σ412 + σ422)
((1− )σ212 + σ222)2
+ p− 1
)
.
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Moreover, if (a) (resp. (b)) holds then the eigenvector of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) associ-
ated with ρ1(FX) (resp. ρp(FX)) is proportional to e1.
Proof. Let us compute the eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX).
Computation of COV(FX)
−1:
For the model (B.3), the expectation is E(X) = 0p, the within covariance matrix is ΣW =
(1−)Σ21+Σ22 = diag((1−)σ211+σ221, ((1−)σ212+σ222), . . . ) and the between covariance
is ΣB = δ
2e1e
′
1. So,
COV(FX) =
γ1 0
0 γ2Ip−1
 and COV(FX)−1 =
1/γ1 0
0 1/γ2Ip−1
 ,
with γ1 = (1− )σ211 + σ221 + δ2 and γ2 = (1− )σ212 + σ222.
Computation of COV4(FX):
As already defined in Proof Appendix B.2,
COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
diag(E(d2X21 ), . . . ,E(d2X2p ))
where d2 = 1
γ1
X21 +
1
γ2
∑p
l=2X
2
l .
The first diagonal term is E(d2X21 ) = 1γ1E(X
4
1 ) + (p− 1)γ1.
E(X41 ) can be easily expressed since X1 ∼ (1− )Z1 + 2Z2 + 2Z3 with Z1 ∼ N (0, σ211), Z2 ∼
N (δ, σ221) and Z3 ∼ N (−δ, σ221). Then, we apply the same properties as in Proof Appendix
B.2 and so we obtain E(X41 ) = 3(1− )σ411 + (3σ421 + 6σ221δ2 + δ4).
Finally, E(d2X21 ) = 1γ1 (3(1− )σ411 + (3σ421 + 6σ221δ2 + δ4)) + (p− 1)γ1.
All the other diagonal terms are equal to E(d2X2j ) = 1γ2E(X
4
j ) + (p− 1)γ2 for j = 2, . . . , p.
Since Xj ∼ (1− )Z1 + Z2 with Z1 ∼ N (0, σ212) and Z2 ∼ N (0, σ222), we can apply the same
procedure as previously and we obtain: E(X4j ) = 3((1−)σ412+σ422) and so, for j = 2, . . . , p,
E(d2X2j ) = 1γ2 (3((1− )σ412 + σ422)) + (p− 1)γ2.
Computation of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX):
Now we can express COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) as:
COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
 1γ1E(d2X21 ) 0
0 1
γ2
E(d2X2j )Ip−1

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So, the eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) are simply its diagonal terms and the eigen-
vector associated with E(d2X21 )/γ1 is e1.
If 1
γ1
E(d2X21 ) > 1γ2E(d
2X2j ) then ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX),
with: ρ1(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3(1− )σ411 + (3σ421 + 6σ221δ2 + δ4)
((1− )σ211 + (σ221 + δ2))2
+ p− 1
)
and ρ2(FX) =
1
p+ 2
(
3((1− )σ412 + σ422)
((1− )σ212 + σ222)2
+ p− 1
)
.
And so Proposition 5 is proven.
The eigenvalues expression above can be easily simplified in the case of equal covariance
matrices Σ21 = Σ22. Moreover, in this case, given that the ICS method is affine invariant,
we do not need to assume diagonal matrices. We have thus the following corollary where
the condition for the three cases depends only on the percentage of contamination  and not
on the location parameter δ.
Corollary 2. For X simulated as in (B.3) with Σ21 = Σ22 but not necessarily diagonal, the
eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) are such that either:
(a) ρ1(FX) > ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) if  < 1/3,
(b) ρ1(FX) = . . . = ρp−1(FX) > ρp(FX) if  > 1/3,
(c) ρ1(FX) = ρ2(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) if  = 1/3.
Moreover, if (a) (resp. (b)) holds then the eigenvector of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) associ-
ated with ρ1(FX) (resp. ρp(FX)) is proportional to e1.
Appendix B.4. Case 5: scale-shift outlier model
Let X = (X1, . . . ,Xp)
′ be a p-multivariate real random vector and assume the distribu-
tion of X is a mixture of two Gaussian distributions with the same location parameters but
with a scale change:
X ∼ (1− )N (0p, Ip) + N (0p,Σ5) (B.4)
with  < 0.5, Σ5 = diag(αIq, Ip−q), q < p and α > 1.
This model generates outliers in up to q directions via a scale-shift. In this context, the
following proposition arises.
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Proposition 6.
Let X follow the distribution (B.4), then the eigenvalues of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) are such
that:
ρ1(FX) = · · · = ρq(FX) > ρq+1(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX)
Moreover, the eigenvectors of COV−1(FX)COV4(FX) associated with the q largest eigen-
values span the subspace spanned by {e1, . . . , eq}.
Note that if q = p then all the eigenvalues are equal and ICS is not informative and leads
to the Mahalanobis distance.
Remark 3. In the simulation framework, Case 5 is similar to model (B.4) with α = 5 and
thus if p > 6, ρ1(FX) = · · · = ρ6(FX) > ρ7(FX) = . . . = ρp(FX) and the outliers are
highlighted on the first six components, independently of the percentage of contamination .
Proof. Let us compute the eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX).
Computation of COV(FX)
−1:
For the model (B.4), the expectation is E(X) = 0p, the within covariance matrix is ΣW =
diag(γ1Iq, Ip−q), with γ1 = (1− ) + α, and the between covariance is ΣB = 0p. So,
COV(FX) = ΣW
γ1Iq 0
0 Ip−q
 and COV(FX)−1 =
1/γ1Iq 0
0 Ip−q
 ,
with γ1 = (1− ) + α.
Computation of COV4(FX):
As already defined in Proof Appendix B.2,
COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
diag(E(d2X21 ), . . . ,E(d2X2p ))
where d2 = 1
γ1
∑q
l=1X
2
l +
∑p
j=q+1X
2
j .
The first q diagonal terms are equal to E(d2X2l ) = E(d2X21 ) for l = 1, . . . , q and
E(d2X21 ) = 1γ1E(X
4
1 )+(p−1)γ1. E(X41 ) can be easily expressed sinceX1 ∼ (1−)Z1+Z2 with
Z1 ∼ N (0, 1) and Z2 ∼ N (0, α). Then, we apply the same properties as in Proof Appendix
B.2 and so we obtain E(X41 ) = 3(1+(α2−1)). Finally, E(d2X21 ) = 3γ1 (1+(α2−1))+(p−1)γ1.
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All the other p− q diagonal terms are equal to E(d2X2j ) = E(d2X2q+1) = E(X4j ) + (p− 1) for
j = q+1, . . . , p. Since Xq+1 ∼ N (0, 1), E(X4q+1) = 3 and so, E(d2X2q+1) = 3+(p−1) = p+2.
Computation of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX):
Now we can express COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) as:
COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) =
1
(p+ 2)
 1γ1E(d2X21 )Iq 0
0 1
γ2
E(d2X2q+1)Ip−q

So, the eigenvalues of COV(FX)
−1COV4(FX) are simply its diagonal terms and the vec-
tor space spanned by the eigenvectors associated with E(d2X21 )/γ1 is the one spanned by
{e1, . . . , eq}.
If 1
γ1
E(d2X21 ) > E(d2X2q+1) then ρ1(FX) = · · · = ρq(FX) > ρq+1(FX) = · · · = ρp(FX). This
condition is equivalent to: 3
γ21
(1 + (α2 − 1)) + (p − 1) > p + 2 ⇔ 1
γ21
(1 + (α2 − 1)) > 1
with γ1 = (1 − ) + α. It leads to the following inequality: (1 − α)2(1 − ) > 0 which is
true for α > 1 and so the outliers are always revealed on the first q components, as long as
α > 1. If α = 1 then all the eigenvalues are equal and ICS fails to detect the structure of
outlierness.
Remark 4. Given the affine equivariance of ICS, the result can be generalized to the fol-
lowing mixture model where Σ51 (resp. Σ52) is a q × q (resp. (p− q)× (p− q)) matrix not
necessarily diagonal:
X ∼ (1− )N
µ
 Σ51 0
0 Σ52
+ N
µ,
 αΣ51 0
0 Σ52

with  < 0.5, µ is a p vector, q < p and α > 1.
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